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Introduction

Background

This study is the follow-up to the earlier report by Indspire, “Barriers and Facilitators for Accessing Indigenous Supports Literature Review” (St. Germaine, 2023). This literature review outlined the historical background (e.g., historical trauma and disconnection from community and culture) determining why Indigenous post-secondary students often require additional support. The literature review also examined why culturally relevant support seem to be more effective than non-culturally relevant ones, as well as identified several barriers to accessing the support. The review recognized that campus mental health services can provide culturally relevant support by hiring Indigenous counsellors or training non-Indigenous counsellors to address Indigenous-specific issues.

The main barriers to accessing culturally relevant mental health support were stigma around mental health and structural accessibility, which was defined as when aspects of the campus environment make it difficult for students to utilize services. It also identified that many post-secondary institutions have an Indigenous student services office, which is tasked with supporting First Nations, Métis, and Inuit students. The review found that two of Indigenous student services’ main roles were facilitating access to community and culture and providing academic support. However, they were limited by a lack of Indigenous staff and insufficient support from the institutions. This lack of support was reflected in underfunding and the absence of permanent spaces on campuses for students to gather and hold events.

Purpose

The prior literature review (St. Germaine, 2023) identified the scarcity of literature examining the accessibility of on-campus Indigenous support. This exploratory study sought to assess support most needed by Indigenous students, the factors that impact students’ decisions to access Indigenous support, and the barriers that impact Indigenous student services’ ability to provide quality support. To do this, we utilized focus groups with Indigenous post-secondary students as well as semi-structured interviews with administrators at Indigenous student services. The purpose of this study is to use the stories of the participating students and administrators to inform areas where support is needed for Indigenous students.
Research Design

Research Question

The goal of this research was to further learn about the barriers and facilitators to accessing post-secondary Indigenous support. For this study, Indigenous supports are those that are developed by, or delivered to, Indigenous people using an Indigenous perspective. The larger question, “How can the quality and accessibility of Indigenous support in higher education be improved?” was developed to lead the conversations with participants.

Methodology

The study was conducted using a qualitative research approach to gain key insights from Indigenous post-secondary students and administrators. Key topics were included to get an exploratory understanding of participants’ experiences, thoughts, and suggestions. For students, this included learning about the barriers to accessing support and completing post-secondary, in addition to the support provided to, and used by, Indigenous students. Administrators were asked about the types of support offered to Indigenous students, outreach efforts, and limitations experienced. Participants were also given the opportunity to share anything that was not covered in the questions. This approach led to insightful discussions on how to better support Indigenous student success in post-secondary.

Methods

To explore the rich experiences of participants, qualitative research methods utilized for the study included conducting six focus groups with Indigenous students and five semi-structured interviews with administrators at Indigenous student services. Focus groups and interviews were conducted using a focus group or interview guide. Sessions occurred in early 2023, ranged from 60–90 minutes in length, and were held remotely using Microsoft Teams. They were recorded and transcribed using online transcription software to ensure accuracy.

An initial intake survey was sent to all participants invited to take part in the study. It contained a description of the study, a consent form, demographic information, and an area for participants to provide details on their availability for focus groups and interviews. Students were contacted through Indspire’s database of Building Brighter Futures recipients. Administrators were contacted using an internal database of Indigenous student services in Canadian post-secondary institutions. A pool of potential candidates from across Canada was developed based on demographic information and availability.
Participants

Indigenous students and administrators in higher education were invited to share their key insights and knowledge by answering our research questions. In total, 13 students participated in the six focus groups. The student sample was made up of five (38%) bachelor’s, six (46%) master’s, and two (15%) PhD degree students, with nine (69%) completing more than half of their coursework in person. In total, five administrators participated in the interviews. None of the administrators who participated in these interviews were employed at institutions attended by the students who participated in the focus groups.

Data Analysis

A thematic analysis of transcripts was conducted using NVivo according to Braun and Clarke’s (2006) guidelines for a six-step approach:

Step 1 – Initial reading of the transcripts to generate ideas for codes that might be used in the following steps.

Step 2 – Line-by-line coding of transcripts by labelling each line with its underlying meaning.

Step 3 – Similar codes were then grouped to develop an initial list of overarching themes to aid in analyzing the data.

Step 4 – Each theme was separately analyzed to determine if themes needed to be divided into subthemes or eliminated due to a lack of support, and to develop new themes that better fit the data.

Step 5 – Writing a detailed analysis of the content for each theme, as well as how they relate to each other.

Step 6 – Reporting on the themes by writing about the underlying meaning behind them.

After this process was completed, an early draft of the results of the thematic analysis was emailed to the participants to give them the opportunity to provide feedback and clarify any misunderstandings of the quotes they provided.

Ethical Considerations

To attain informed consent, a consent form was attached to the beginning of the intake survey. The form detailed the purpose of the study, what participation in the study entailed, and how the information participants provided would be used. Participant consent and authorization to record their participation were obtained prior to each focus group and interview session. To protect participant confidentiality, focus group participants were given the options of using aliases and turning their cameras off during the sessions. Additionally, details in the quotes used in the published report that could identify the participants were redacted.
Results

Overview

To answer the research questions, three themes were developed from examining the student focus groups and administrator interview data: Needs for Wholistic Support, Barriers to Delivering Support, and Facilitators to Accessing Support. A list of the sixteen subthemes related to these three themes can be found below. In addition, participant quotes relating to each subtheme are referenced in the Appendix.

Themes and Subthemes That Emerged Through the Data Analysis Process

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Needs for Wholistic Support</th>
<th>Barriers to Delivering Support</th>
<th>Facilitators to Accessing Support</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Community and Culture Access</td>
<td>Limited Funding Availability</td>
<td>• Encourage Student Engagement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental Health Services</td>
<td>Lack of Self-Determination</td>
<td>• Create External Partnerships</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic Supports</td>
<td>Constraints on Staff</td>
<td>• Increase Accessibility of Support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial Aid and Assistance</td>
<td>Hiring of Indigenous Staff</td>
<td>• Facilitate a Welcoming Community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Housing Information and Resources</td>
<td>Hesitancy of Funders</td>
<td>• Advertise Available Support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Support</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Needs for Wholistic Support

Indigenous students face a variety of barriers to completing their post-secondary education. Thus, wholistic support is required to ensure that all the barriers that Indigenous students face are addressed. As noted by students and administrators, the main supports required include community access and culture, mental health services, academic support, financial aid and assistance, housing information and resources, and additional support. While individual needs may vary, these are the main supports students require.

Community and Culture Access

For many students, the pursuit of higher education necessitates moving away from their home community and their culture. As a result, many often feel isolated, and the lack of cultural connection caused by moving away from their home community makes other issues they face while attending higher education more difficult to deal with. Consequently, providing ways for Indigenous students to meet, gather, and practice their culture has a great and positive impact on their experience in higher education.

There are many ways in which Indigenous student services have provided access to community and culture. The most common is providing student lounges for students to gather in and hold community gatherings and cultural events. In addition, the lounges give Indigenous students a place where they can feel safe on campus. Some Indigenous student services also provide access to community and culture through ceremonies, inviting Elders from local communities to campus, language lessons, and craft workshops.

The sense of community at an institution is also affected by how the administrators interact with their students: Administrators at some Indigenous student services want students to feel like they are a part of the community as well, usually taking up the roles of extended family for the students, rather than seeing themselves purely as administrators. These efforts are made much easier when the Indigenous student services are staffed by Indigenous people.

“Learning about my Indigenous culture, I feel like it’s given me a sense of peace while being in school.”

– Student
Mental Health Services

For many students, poor mental health is one of the primary barriers to completing their degree. Several said that it is a larger barrier than the difficulty of attaining the degree itself. Poor mental health among the interviewed students was often brought on by factors such as stress caused by financial, housing, or academic pressures, and intergenerational trauma. This can reduce their ability to focus on their studies. While most institutions offer mental health counselling, many students are uncomfortable with sharing their stories with non-Indigenous counsellors. Therefore, some Indigenous student services have provided Indigenous mental health services. This can be as simple as providing Indigenous counsellors. Others have provided mental health support that includes Elders for guidance, sharing circles, and cultural ceremonies such as smudging.

Academic Support

A variety of academic supports are often provided for students, which can be grouped into two categories: peer support and academic advising. Through peer support, students assist each other in their studies, usually taking the form of student mentors or tutors, and sometimes study groups. While Indigenous student mentors and tutors are usually volunteers, some Indigenous student services also employ students part-time to work in these positions. Academic advising offered by Indigenous student services includes reviewing course options and program requirements, holding writing labs, arranging academic accommodations, and helping students navigate specific policies and procedures such as grade appeals and academic complaints. In some cases, students who have failed multiple courses in a semester are matched with coaches who refer them to more wholistic support to address issues impeding students’ academic success. While many of these services are often offered to the wider campus, academic advising is frequently difficult for students to access due to limitations in the services’ capacity. Thus, it is sometimes necessary for Indigenous student services to provide these services to Indigenous students.

“I just needed guidance after I lost my dad. So, I didn’t feel too comfortable going to an actual counsellor within the school. So, then I looked up other resources and then they led me towards the Elder.”

– Student
Financial Aid and Assistance

Financial barriers are one of the largest obstacles many Indigenous students face to completing their post-secondary education. While some students receive band funding, this is often not enough to cover tuition and living expenses, and some students receive no band funding. Additionally, many province-specific bursary providers do not offer funding until well into a semester. Consequently, some students had fears that they would have to discontinue their education due to a lack of financial resources.

There are a variety of ways Indigenous student services provided aid for students’ funding. Where resources are available within their budgets, some Indigenous student services have directly provided emergency financial aid through emergency bursaries and loans. Additionally, some administrators have advocated on students' behalf to their bands to attain funding. It is also very common for Indigenous student services to share funding opportunities with students by providing information on scholarships and bursaries.

One commonly seen barrier to receiving financial aid is that the application process for bursaries and scholarships can be very lengthy and unintuitive. Many Indigenous student services help students through the application process, either individually or through organized workshops. Another way Indigenous student services have helped students, particularly at larger institutions, is by arranging part-time employment in administrative or tutoring roles for them in the institutions.

Housing Information and Resources

Another major barrier that Indigenous students face is housing. With the current rental market, housing is becoming increasingly difficult to find and tends to be very expensive, which greatly contributes to the financial stress on students. Consequently, both administrators and students agreed that support should be provided to help students find housing. While many post-secondary schools have dormitory-style housing, it is usually only available for first-year students and is typically not suitable for students with children. The only option for Indigenous student services to support students with housing is through emergency bursaries. However, administrators feel very limited in what they can do to find a long-term solution to this issue.

“I want to pursue my PhD, and I am limiting where I'm applying based on where I think I could afford housing.”

– Student
Additional Support

Another way that Indigenous student services provide support to their students is by providing items such as school supplies or food for free to their students. By doing so, they help reduce the financial burden on students by providing supplies that students may not have the funds to purchase themselves. Many Indigenous student services maintain food banks, provide gift cards to local grocery stores, or serve food at events that they hold. Sometimes, school supplies are provided by Indigenous student services, usually by offering access in their student lounges to items such as printers or computers. Specifically, as students are now required to complete and hand in assignments online, providing access to computers is essential for students who cannot purchase their own.

For students with children, material support may also involve providing childcare. However, many institutions do not offer childcare, and when it is offered, it often does not line up with university course calendars. Additionally, where after-hours childcare is not provided, students with children are limited in the evening courses they can take. When either of these issues occur, the parent must pay out of pocket for childcare, which is very expensive and difficult to find.

Barriers to Delivering Support

The administrators at Indigenous student services face many factors, usually outside of their control, that limit their ability to provide the services necessary to support their students. These barriers include limited available funding, lack of self-determination, constraints on staff, hiring Indigenous staff, and hesitancy of funders.

Limited Funding Availability

Limited funding availability was the most common constraint faced by administrators interviewed. Availability of funding is an important constraint on the number of staff they can hire and the kinds of events that they can organize for their students. Often, funding to Indigenous student services lags behind the rate of inflation, the growing demand for services required by the rising admissions of Indigenous students, and the increasing student expectations of Indigenous student services due to the recent spotlight on reconciliation. For instance, one administrator noted that their institution’s president’s office, after reducing funding to the administrator’s office, has significantly increased their responsibilities in light of the National Day for Truth and Reconciliation. For Indigenous student services to be able

“Longer term funding would really benefit a lot of institutions to make more effective decisions with their resources.”

– Administrator
to fulfill these increased responsibilities, they must be provided with additional funding. Also, the lack of funding causes higher turnover rates because institutions are not increasing salaries to keep up with inflation. Some staff are leaving Indigenous student services to find jobs with higher salaries that better fit their needs.

**Lack of Self-Determination**

The way that funding is provided to Indigenous student services has a significant negative impact on the services they can provide by limiting what they are able to do with their funding. This occurs in two ways. First, funding often comes with stipulations that limit how Indigenous student services are allowed to spend it, which restricts their ability to attend to their students’ unforeseen needs. For example, one administrator noted that if they wanted to provide a student with a laptop to complete their studies or other kinds of emergency support, funding could be deemed ineligible. Second, in many institutions, Indigenous student services risk losing support if funding is not exhausted by the end of the budget cycle.

**Constraints on Staff**

The number of staff greatly impacts the services that Indigenous student services can provide in a variety of ways. For instance, many have so few staff that roles are unable to be filled when an employee is ill or otherwise occupied, meaning that sometimes important services are entirely unavailable to students. Additionally, the duties of Indigenous student services staff differ from those of the wider staff as they are required to spend more time supporting and building relationships with individual students. This means that more staff are required to support the same number of students. Additionally, when Indigenous student services are understaffed, they are unable to spend as much time with their students, which negatively impacts the relationships they can build. Two ways that Indigenous student services dealt with this issue are by employing Indigenous students in part-time positions and by hiring contract workers. It should be noted that student employees must have flexible work hours and, due to the length of time required for training, contract employees require contracts longer than one year.

Overall, with student growth, you need to increase the staff numbers as well, because [since] six years ago the student population has definitely grown today.

– Administrator
Hiring of Indigenous Staff
The hiring practices at some institutions make it very difficult for Indigenous student services to hire only Indigenous staff. This is an issue, as hiring Indigenous staff has many benefits for students it supports. First, Indigenous students want to be supported by Indigenous staff, as it makes them feel more comfortable and like they belong at the institution. Second, Indigenous staff, through their lived experience, have a better understanding of the struggles of Indigenous students and of the support that they require. Third, when only a small part of the Indigenous support staff is Indigenous, students tend to seek out only Indigenous staff for support when other non-Indigenous staff are available. It also inadvertently makes the Indigenous staff responsible for educating the non-Indigenous staff about the support the students need. Both factors result in Indigenous staff having a higher workload than the non-Indigenous staff.

Hesitancy of Funders
When administrators at Indigenous student services request funding, they tend to experience a high degree of reluctance from funding providers for two main reasons. First, Indigenous students tend to make up a relatively small proportion of the total student body at institutions. As a result, it can be difficult to justify increasing funding for support that most of the students will not utilize. Second, some funding providers are uninformed about why Indigenous students need support that most non-Indigenous students do not. This makes it difficult for administrators to apply for funding for projects, as they must repeatedly make the case for why new projects are needed. Some administrators feel that many issues related to funding could be resolved if the funders were better informed about the specific struggles that Indigenous students face.

"A lot of the funding issues would be solved by that broader education and understanding."
– Administrator
Facilitators to Accessing Support

While some factors that limit the quality and accessibility of support are outside the control of administrators at Indigenous student services, both students and administrators identified things Indigenous student services can do to better support their students. This includes efforts to encourage student engagement, create external partnerships, increase accessibility of support, facilitate a welcoming community, and advertise available support.

Encourage Student Engagement

Administrators and students agree that the best way to ensure that the support provided fulfils the students’ needs is by asking them what they want. This is usually done using in-person or online suggestion boxes and surveys, or by listening to the students. Consistently asking for feedback from the students ensures that administrators know what support is needed most by the current student population.

One administrator noted that students seem to be more comfortable using platforms that allow them to anonymously provide feedback. Another way Indigenous student services have encouraged student engagement is through including them in the planning of events. This is usually achieved by consulting with student unions. However, one administrator described how each year they assemble a group of Indigenous students whose role is to inform administrators of the direction of supporting events that the cohort wants, as well as partaking in the planning of events. Other student groups may also be able to fill small gaps in the services provided by Indigenous student services, such as sharing information about funding or employment opportunities. However, it is important that student groups do not entirely take over the roles of Indigenous student services. For instance, one student recounted that poor support forced students to form a community outside of the school that filled many of the roles that should have been filled by their Indigenous student services.

Create External Partnerships

Creating external partnerships is one way some administrators have reduced the impacts of some of the previously discussed limitations. Some Indigenous student services have partnered with mental health organizations to have counsellors available on campus either full- or part-time. This is particularly useful when the Indigenous student services do not have the funding to hire full-time counsellors. Mental health organizations also have access to a network of counsellors, which may make it easier to meet a student’s specific needs. Additionally, many Indigenous student services have found success through partnering
with outside funders, usually to provide financing for specific events that are not covered by the institution itself. Additionally, partnering with student unions and involving students in planning and promoting events also serves to lift some of the workload off the Indigenous student services staff.

**Increase Accessibility of Support**

In some cases, events provided by Indigenous student services can be readily available, but students are still unable to attend them for a variety of reasons. For example, many students, especially those who remotely attend school, live too far from campus. This is made worse when students do not have access to reliable public transportation from their residence to the school. Students who live far from campus can often only attend events when they are already on campus for other reasons such as attending class.

One way that this barrier can be mitigated is by providing virtual support. This can be most easily achieved with counselling or academic support and is also possible with craft workshops if materials are shipped to students. However, events such as cultural ceremonies are often not allowed to be recorded, and it is difficult to provide virtual accommodation for those who cannot attend community gatherings in person. In these cases, it may help to inform students well in advance of the events to aid them in the planning for travel.

Another reason that students may not be able to attend scheduled events is that the events conflict with their work or course schedule. For instance, one student recalled that many students at their school were unable to attend events due to schedule conflicts with their mandatory courses. The main way to combat this barrier was for administrators to be mindful of when students would be unable to attend events and to keep a flexible schedule.

"It's a two-and-a-half-hour drive to three-hour drive for me [to institution]. So, I'm able to make it for some things my supervisor organizes because he gives me [notice] a month out."

– Student
Facilitate a Welcoming Community

Among students who were non-Indigenous passing, disconnected from their community and culture, or struggling with their identity, one of the major barriers to accessing support was students’ feelings of lack of belonging with the Indigenous community on campus. Language around identity and connection are very prominent in Indigenous student lounges, exemplified by the routine of asking, upon meeting a newcomer for the first time, where they are from or who they know. While to most, this is more akin to a friendly greeting, for those struggling with their identity or connection, conversations around these topics may feel exclusionary, even when that is not the intention. For some students, the negative feelings caused by these conversations are exacerbated by the rise in prominence of “pretendians” in the public consciousness. While there is no obvious answer to addressing this issue, in a case where Indigenous student services attempted to limit the use of language around identity in a student lounge, it only created more tension among students.

Advertise Available Support

One of the other barriers that keep students from accessing support is a lack of knowledge of the available support. Proper advertising that ensures students know about the support provided by Indigenous student services is essential. This is usually achieved by emailing students to let them know when events are being held. Typically, students are reached through email lists they sign up for on an individual basis. In some cases, they are added to email lists when they self-identify as Indigenous during the admissions process. However, students are less likely to read emails if they are sent too frequently or are too long. Thus, many students prefer to be reached with advertising of support through social media. Some institutions also inform incoming students of available support during the recruitment and intake process. Word of mouth is also used effectively for advertising. Staff may directly tell students about events, tell staff in other departments about their services so that they can pass the information along to students, or encourage students themselves to spread the word of events and provide some kind of reward for doing so.

“...disconnection from community makes me [feel] even more of a like an outcast in the academic community.”

– Student
Discussion

Insights into Support

The current study examined Indigenous support most utilized by students, as well as factors limiting the accessibility and quality of support. In doing so, the results of this study have provided insight into support that must be provided, factors that limit Indigenous student services’ ability to provide support, and some suggestions for how administrators in Indigenous student services can improve the support they provide. The study found that Indigenous student services must provide wholistic support to aid their students mentally, spiritually, emotionally, and physically. They can support students mentally through academic support, spiritually through access to community and culture, emotionally through Indigenous mental health support, and physically through various forms of material support.

Indigenous student services face numerous barriers that impact the support they can provide, many of which can be traced back to the availability of funding and limited self-determination. The amount of funding Indigenous student services receive impacts the number of staff they can employ and the kinds of events they can organize. Self-determination is also limited by funding, as funding agreements often come with stipulations that limit how funding is used, and the need to spend all funding by the end of a budget cycle inhibits long-term planning. In some cases, self-determination is also limited by the hiring practices of the institution which inhibit the Indigenous student services’ ability to specifically recruit Indigenous staff. The Indigenous student services should be given the self-determination to decide how they can best support Indigenous students.

While participant stories led to the development of many suggestions for best practices, the most common suggestion from students and administrators alike was to encourage student engagement. All support outlined in this study should be provided in some way by Indigenous student services, however, the needs of each cohort of students vary. Some supports may be required more than others in each cohort, while some cohorts may want support to be provided in a specific way. This means that encouraging student feedback and involving students in the programming of support, when possible, ensures that the support provided can be tailored to the unique needs of each cohort of students.
Recommendations

The following is a list of recommendations developed from the shared experiences of Indigenous post-secondary students and administrators.

1. **Create Welcoming Indigenous Student Lounges**
   Establish safe gathering spaces for cultural practices, community events, and connection.

2. **Access to Indigenous-Specific Mental Health Support**
   Offer counselling with professionals knowledgeable in Indigenous culture or traditional healing practices.

3. **Offer Academic and Peer Support Programs**
   Provide mentorships, tutoring, and study groups led by fellow Indigenous students or staff.

4. **Increase Financial Aid and Emergency Support**
   Support increasing funds specifically for Indigenous students, especially those facing an immediate financial crisis.

5. **Navigate Affordable and Suitable Housing Options**
   Compile housing options near campus and implement inclusive on-campus housing policies.

6. **Access to On-Campus Childcare Services**
   Align childcare services with institution calendars and explore financial subsidies for Indigenous students.

7. **Increase Staff and Prioritize Indigenous Hiring**
   Promote staff recruitment/retention and prioritize hiring and training Indigenous staff.

8. **Provide More Flexible and Sustainable Funding**
   Advocate for increased funding to align with the growing needs and realities of Indigenous post-secondary students.

9. **Engage in Facilitating Student Feedback**
   Implement regular feedback mechanisms to ensure students can share their needs.

10. **Boost Awareness of Services and Partnerships**
    Expand communication efforts across platforms favoured by students and introduce services to incoming students.
Conclusion

Summary
The purpose of this study was to explore Indigenous support most used by students, as well as the factors that limit the accessibility and quality of support. Results of the study indicate that wholistic support is required to ensure that Indigenous students succeed in post-secondary education. Additionally, this study has highlighted many structural barriers that impede the ability of administrators at Indigenous student services to provide quality support and has used the stories of administrators and students alike to highlight several best practices that administrators can use to improve the support they provide. By providing an understanding of the barriers that impact the quality and accessibility of on-campus Indigenous support, this report may be useful in informing the future programming of support.

Limitations
While this study provided a detailed look at the Indigenous support available to post-secondary students, some limitations should be noted. First, the study experienced high levels of participant attrition, specifically among the student focus groups, which likely limited the number of perspectives this study was able to capture. Second, due to the nature of the study, which partially examined the limitations that Indigenous student services face in providing support, the sensitivity of the topic may have impacted some administrators’ willingness to participate in this study. For those who did participate, it may have limited what they were willing to share for fear of reprisal from their institutions, or that it may reflect poorly on those who are providing these services.

Further Directions
This exploratory study has shed light on some potential areas for further inquiry. First, while the results of this study indicate that housing insecurity is a major barrier that many Indigenous students face to completing their post-secondary education, no long-term solutions have been found to help mitigate students’ struggle to find housing. So, future research should explore cost-effective housing support and options for students. Additionally, while the participants in this study have highlighted some of the major barriers they face to accessing or providing Indigenous support, it was unable to draw conclusions on how prominent these barriers are. Thus, future research should explore how critical the barriers outlined in this study are, as well as how much they impact the accessibility and quality of on-campus Indigenous support.
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Appendix: Participant Quotes

Needs for Wholistic Support

Community and Culture Access

“I feel like the impact [the student lounge] had on me is definitely that of community – seeing familiar faces has made me feel more comfortable and everything within the school within the university setting. Somewhere I can just go get away to think, to do my studies, or to be around my people – just healing, medicine, our laughs, our stories, and everything like that. I really am fortunate and blessed to have that as well. I feel it has had a huge impact on me.” – Student

“Learning about my Indigenous culture, I feel like it’s given me a sense of peace while being in school. As well as kind of just owning my own identity while I’m there.” – Student

Mental Health Services

“Barriers faced were primarily mental health. [...] I find a lot of inspiration and kind of drive to completing projects and tasks, so I’m really lucky in that sense. But still, mental health was the largest barrier for sure.” – Student

“I just needed guidance after I lost my dad. So, I didn’t feel too comfortable going to an actual counsellor within the school. So, then I looked up other resources and then they led me towards the Elder.” – Student

Academic Support

“I actually volunteer in the skills lab, all during [my] free time. On Mondays, students will come in and practice our skills because demos for nursing are a big deal. I’ll go in and help other students in other years if they need help practicing for demos. So, I feel like we do have a lot of support.” – Student

“We have a [academic probation] program for any students that have failed two or more courses in a term, they will be matched with their coach. I’m one of those coaches and mainly we’re connecting them to all the free academic supports we have on campus, whether it’s the learning center, writing lab, math lab, or peer tutoring.” – Administrator
Financial Aid and Assistance

“I just got kind of tossed to the side and I was not supported for my second year of school. That was a really hard thing on me because I had signed up for so much [...]. It's really challenged my learning because I was really riding on that support. That was a huge barrier for me this year that I had to overcome. I'm a new mom as well, I just had a child last year. She's a year and a half, so it was just like a kick in the pants.” – Student

“I was having some financial issues at the beginning when I first started at [institutions]. I expressed that to one of the counsellors at [institutions] and the Indigenous student centre, and they allayed my fears [about finances]. Basically, they said ‘Don't worry about it. We're gonna speak with admissions. If you don't hear from your funder by this date, we'll give you the money and we can figure out from there what to do.’ They were very much proactive and using their voice within an administrative position to help me.” – Student

Housing Information and Resources

“I never did find a market rental. I was fortunate that the Indigenous housing organization at the time I had applied two years prior and completely forgot about it. By sheer luck, my name came up on their priority list and my son and I found housing. Otherwise, I don't think we would have found housing in the city. It's quite challenging, and that's not even taking into account how expensive housing is now. [...] I want to pursue my PhD, and I am limiting where I'm applying based on where I think I could afford housing.” – Student

“So [institutions] only has housing currently for first-year students. [...] We're at a bit of a loss on how to help students find an apartment or find roommates. It's a really difficult rental market here in the city. That's a big limitation that we see and feel a bit helpless about because there's little that we can do. If students find themselves in an emergency situation, there's some emergency financial support available to them, but it's a very band-aid type of solution.” – Administrator

Additional Support

“[Events] always have a lot of food. So, I feed off that food for like three days, which is wonderful. [...] Being able to access the student lounge has provided me with a computer to do my studies. There was always an available computer, which was awesome.” – Student

“[Support includes] general student wellbeing and interactions, we offer a nutrition program. Which means we have our community kitchen here and our centres, full of food and snacks for students to eat and make a small meal. We have weekly soup days as well.” – Administrator
Barriers to Delivering Support

Limited Funding Availability

“That financial component like this are our budgets were cut, but then we still have the wider university coming to our office asking for things. It’s like, well we have funds to support Indigenous students doing this stuff out of this office, and if you want to come join us, you can, but we can’t be asked by the president’s office to spend more money on Elders and stuff like that. It’s like, you guys cut our budgets and now you want us to do more with that.” – Administrator

“Another limitation is the fact that Indigenous students make up a very small proportion of the overall student population. So, it’s kind of making the business case about why it’s important to keep these well funded, even though it’s a small number of students [...]. How else do you show that Indigenous student services is a priority for the institution to be properly resourced, even though you are really small numbers in comparison to other student populations?” – Administrator

Lack of Self-Determination

“It puts a pressure, it puts a little bit of limitation on like [our] technology bursary, we’re not allowed to use it for [other] bursaries, and they kind of have a broad definition of what that is. So, you have to be mindful of the types of things that we might help students with – financially or things like if we needed to buy laptops for students or different types of emergent supports, those might be deemed ineligible.” – Administrator

“It’s kind of based on use it or lose it. So, you have the rush at end of fiscal year, which I don’t know if you’ve ever experienced [...] I think it doesn’t allow for flexibility and making good decisions if you can’t carry it over without fear of getting less funding in the year after [...]. I think the year-to-year funding is very limited. I think it’s the constant reporting that goes with [that] kind of year-to-year funding. Longer term [funding] would really benefit a lot of institutions to make more effective decisions with their resources.” – Administrator
Constraints on Staff

“Overall, with student growth, you need to increase the staff numbers as well, because [since] six years ago the student population has definitely grown today. Still just me here, you know what I mean? So, there needs to be that correlation or relationship between hey the student numbers are going up, [...] the staff support numbers need to follow as well.”

– Administrator

“There’s no more survival mode for staff or for students. Like before [hiring more staff], it was just staff didn’t have time to think about things like professional development. They didn’t have time to think about their wellbeing, it was just help as many students as you can in one day. Just get done whatever you can possibly get done – and the students felt that.” – Administrator

Hiring of Indigenous Staff

“I had a friend who was Cree. She worked at [institution] here in [province], and she had to leave because there were two Indigenous professors, and they were basically in charge of all – anything Indigenous was put on them and basically had to decolonize the school with no help, no money. So that causes a burnout that opens the door to these kinds of problems. So, well it’s excellent that all of our schools have these groups, it’s probably not enough. And more funding so you could have more staff, you could have more supports.” – Student

“The hiring practices of HR and like the union puts a lot of obstacles in terms of having Indigenous staff working in the Indigenous office because of the union stuff. So, there’s a lot of non-Indigenous folks working with Indigenous students [...] I think a lot of people just see it really surface and just don’t understand or don’t have any experience of the deeper pieces. I just don’t understand how people who haven’t gone to school as an Indigenous person can relate.” – Administrator

Hesitancy of Funders

“I had to sit with the head of the registrar, like the lead of our registrar services, and say, ‘these are the reasons why our students are not coming through that mainstream scholarship, these are the barriers, this is the history of that.’ And once he got it, he went, ‘Okay no problem, let’s make an Indigenous one.’ [...] A lot of the funding issues would be solved by that broader education and understanding.” – Administrator

“Another limitation is the fact that Indigenous students make up a very small proportion of the overall student population. So, it’s kind of making the business case about why it’s important to keep these well funded, even though it’s a small number of students [...]. How else do you show that Indigenous student services is a priority for the institution to be properly resourced, even though you are really small numbers in comparison to other student populations?” – Administrator
Facilitators to Accessing Support

Encouraging Student Engagement

“We have programs like [program name], where it's recognized on their cocurricular record. They meet once a week, we organize it around their school schedules, so we know that they can attend. We bring in speakers from the local community, we eat together in that program. Each cohort actually determines what their need is, so every year it looks different.” – Administrator

“Helping them [students] to realize that they can make change and their ideas are the best ideas. When students come here and say, ‘Can we do this?’, yes now I don’t even have to program plan, you know what I mean? You guys came up with the idea, so I'll help you promote it and get the things that they need for those [ideas].” – Administrator

Creating External Partnerships

“A lot of our program money comes from outside resources. It's money that our services get through a relationship that we've been able to nurture and strengthen […]. And that's for activities and initiatives that we want to run. […] We wouldn’t be able to do that without all of our friends.” – Administrator

“We work with [external organization]. We refer students to and within [external organization]. You can make requests. If you're looking or prefer a First Nations counsellor, for example, or perhaps we have students that are looking for a professional that is comfortable with LGBTQ communities. So within [external organization], they can make specific requests. We do have one of those [external organization] counsellors that comes to campus.”

– Administrator

Increase Accessibility of Support

“It's a two-and-a-half-hour drive to three-hour drive for me [to institution]. So, I'm able to make it for some things my supervisor organizes because he gives me [notice] a month out. So, I know I can make a plan with my wife or for our child. But the Student Services, it’s all just kind of like ‘Oh, hey, we’re gonna hang out here tomorrow’, and those kinds of emails I can’t really do much about.” – Student

“Events [for Indigenous students] will be scheduled at one o'clock. On days, I was like this is you do not know every single person has a class at those times, every single day of the week. Like literally, the whole school kind of ran on this uniform schedule. It's like, [sarcasm] okay this is awesome, I can't wait to not be there because of class.”

– Student
Facilitate a Welcoming Community

“I pass beyond [white]-passing, you know, so I’m very intimidated by the front desk [at the Indigenous student lounge]. Because of course, that is a great thing to keep out maybe people who shouldn’t be in the space. But I can understand too, it’s really difficult for people who feel like they can’t join spaces to then step in, you know, how do you go into that space? Even for people who are reconnecting because I know that can be a big challenge.”

– Student

“People talk about like, ‘Oh, do you know this person? Do you know that person?’. It’s all about name dropping at university, everybody knows somebody else. And they all know each other because their parents were also in school, at university, or they’re tribal leaders, or connected through Indigenous community. And, so that’s great for them. But, it’s not great for us [who are disconnected]. […] You know that disconnection from community makes me [feel] even more of a like an outcast in the academic community. Because now with all these things about pretend Indians and stuff, it’s really important to have this membership with an organization.” – Student

Advertise Available Support

“When you get a newsletter, I think that is also the issue. We get a lot of emails, when you get an attachment that’s like, just scrolling, scrolling, scrolling, it feels like work, you know what I mean? There’s this huge email, because it would all be in one email, and be an attachment going down and down. I think maybe that was just a turn off for me and that’s not the way I function. So, I think if it were on a Facebook group, I’d be more open to look at a post.” – Student

“The best advertisement, especially for Indigenous people is word of mouth. If you’re having a powwow, you need to tell the right people and all of Canada will know that it’s happening. So, like that word of mouth, encouraging students to be our cheerleaders – essentially out and about, when they’re in their classes.” – Administrator